
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of senior solution architect. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for senior solution architect

Specifies and designs the new enterprise level solutions
Implements the governance activities associated with ensuring ISA
compliance
In own areas of expertise, provides advice and guidance influencing the
effectiveness of the organization’s business processes
Lead system and technical architecture design, analysis, evaluation of C4ISR
network providing overall direction and guidance to the support staff
Liaison, collaborate and cooperate with government, academia, and industry
in addressing regulatory, technical and institutional issues
Knowledgeable in the understanding of current and future tactical radios,
tactical Army networks, mission command systems and network operations
Creates solutions that meet customers’ business needs technical and
functional requirements
Develop and deliver client and internal technical presentations, proposals,
requirements specifications, effort estimates, system specifications and
designs
Creates detailed tasks on overall project plan
Lead or contribute to building test lab infrastructure, Develop and execute
detailed test plans

Qualifications for senior solution architect

Example of Senior Solution Architect Job Description
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Build relationships with clients business, architecture, operations at a high
level
Agile, Scrum, Kanban, Lean, Continuous Delivery, Continuous Deployment
and DevOps experience highly desirable
Ability to execute agile / lean transformations on an organisation's SDLC as a
vehicle to ensure delivery rather than an objective in its own right
Build costs for functional groups (including hardware, software, transition,
technical and ongoing operational support)
Excellent interpersonal skills including the ability to interface and
communicate with management and executive staff (internal external)
Experience from technical roles focusing on integration is a required
experience for this role, experience from work as Integration engineer or
Solution Architect


